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remedy 16; see also Sri Lanka
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continuing problem of 393–4
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examples of 394–6
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result of more law, as 6
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government decides on ‘special
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conflict in 213–14
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shows ineffectiveness of military
response 232
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signing of 231
introduction of Islamic law

contribution to rule of law,
overview of 235–6

effect of increased religious
violence following 229–30

effect on authority of
state 228–31, 232–5

longer-term benefits from 230–1
military support for 219, 220–1
opposition to 220
reasons for failure of 229
reasons for government’s

decision 219
religious leaders’ responses

228–9
scope of chapter 214
support for 224–5

introduction of religious law 9
Islamic leaders, role of 217–18
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martial law

choice of over civil
emergency 225–6

economic and political benefits
for military from 227–8

effect on authority of state
227–8

success of 226–7
martial law in 272
Megawati, President Sukarnoputri

‘dual-track’ approach 223
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operations 223–4
military operations

absence of formal state of
emergency 215–16

Habibie’s refusal to resume 218
Helsinki peace agreement removes

justification for 228
Helsinki peace agreement shows

ineffectiveness of 232
judiciary’s role in justifying 228
justification for 216–17
legality of 216
Megawati’s support for

increased 223–4
‘war on terror’ as justification

for 221–2
nationalist claims of Aceh

activists 220
referendum on independence,

support for 219–20
state of emergency, government’s

reasons for postponing 222
US influence on government

policy 221
Wahid’s attempt at negotiated

settlement 223
Ackerman, Bruce

existential threats, on 43
‘supermajoritarian escalator’ 26–7

Sri Lanka, applied to 133
Afghanistan

emergency powers laws 259–61
rule of law compromised by

UN 257–61
use of powers 261

Africa, states of emergency declared
in 62

Agamben, Giorgio
exception as norm, on 140–2
‘force-of-law’ concept 141–2

anti-terrorist measures see specific
countries; terrorism

Aquino, Corazon see Philippines
Arroyo, Gloria Macapagal see

Philippines

Asia, reasons for focus of study on
2–3

Aung Sang, role in Burmese
independence 155–60

Australia
judicial review of Crown

immunity 402–3
peacekeeping operations in East

Timor 31, 44, 243, 246–52
post-Bali bombing pressure on

Indonesia 287
pressure on Indonesia as to mining

in protected forests 289–90,
291–3

Baker v. Carr on political question
doctrine 323–4

Bali terrorist attack see Indonesia
Bao Dai see Vietnam
Bengal, ‘Burma Rebellion’ linked to

unrest in 199–210
Bengal Criminal Law Amendment Act

1925, applied to ‘Burma
Rebellion’ 198–205

Benvenisti, Eyal, survey of judicial
review 470–2

‘better laws, institutions and norms’,
remedy 16

Bolivia, security as state’s singular
activity 142

Brunei
constitutional development 161–3
emergency powers laws 162
history up to British ‘Residency’

161
independence, gaining of 162
need for constitutionalised

powers 185
remains British colony 160–1
reserved colonial powers 162
state of emergency against People’s

Party revolt 162
status as monarchy 185
Sultan’s role 162–3

Burma
annexation by Britain as beginning

of emergency powers
discourse 192–3
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Aung San Suu Kyi, denied
power 176

Aung Sang’s role in
independence 155–60

‘Burma Rebellion’ 8, 194–5
Bengal Criminal Law Amendment

Act 1925 applied to 198–205
emergency legislation in response

to 197–9
Emergency Powers Ordinance

extends powers to deal with
207–8

linkage with unrest in Bengal
199–210

portrayal of, to secure Criminal
Law Amendment Ordinance
199–210

report on origins and
causes 195–7

securing of powers to deal
with 199

Trials Ordinance 198–9
trials, role of judiciary and

Tribunals 196–7
U Oktama’s role in 201–3

colonial rule
authorities 8
growing political and social unrest

against 193–4
influence on post-independence

use of powers 210–11
province of India, as

193–4
use of powers during 8; see also

‘Burma Rebellion’ above
Constitution 157–8
constitutional development

175–6
constitutionalised powers,

opposition to 8
Criminal Law Amendment

Ordinance 197–8
debate on 205–7
Maung Gyi’s role in debate

on 205–6
opposition to 206–7
portrayal of ‘Burma Rebellion’ to

secure 199–210

definition of culture through
perspective of emergency 210

definition of emergency through
criminalisation of culture and
ethnicity 200, 207–10

emergency powers laws 157–8
‘Burma Rebellion’, in response to

see ‘Burma Rebellion’ above
Emergency Powers Ordinance

207–8
independence, gaining of 155–6
judiciary’s role in ‘Burma Rebellion’

trials 196–7
legal basis for use of powers by

colonial authorities 8
Maung Gyi, Sir Joseph, role in debate

on Criminal Law Amendment
Ordinance 205–6

military intervention against
political opposition 176

military prevents civilian rule
176

Ne Win
caretaker military government

175
Presidency 175–6

Saya San’s role in ‘Burma Rebellion’
194–5

single-party rule, choice of 184–5
Tharrawaddy district, rebellion in see

‘Burma Rebellion’ above
Tribunals’ role in ‘Burma Rebellion’

trials 196–7
U Nu, presidency 175–6
U Oktama, role in ‘Burma

Rebellion’ 201–3
use of powers 210–11

Cambodia
constitutional development 167–8

factors in 185
emergency powers laws 168
UN intervention 168

Canada, judicial review in 471
Chaudhry, Chief Justice Iftikhar

Muhammad 93–6
Chen, Albert, on operation of

powers 399–401, 480
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China
2008 Olympics, emergency powers

and 343–4, 369
Constitution, role of 372
constitutional foundation 79
Dyzenhaus, David

‘compulsion to legality’ applied to
China 342

ideas applied to 342, 388
economic development, use of

powers to support 365
emergency powers laws 79–80,81–2;

see also emergency responses
provisions below; martial law
provisions below

adoption and use of 343
apparent meaninglessness

of 342–3
benefits of clearly defined limits

345–6
constraint on state power, as:

overview 374, 375–6;
power-creating law 376–9

establishing legal framework
for 347–54

external sources of disorder,
seen as guarding against
368–9

features of 345
importance for ‘rule-of-law’

project 345–7
limitations on derogations from,

setting 354
non-emergency ‘incidents’, use

in 356
power-creating law, as: authorising

and defining powers 357–60;
historical development 356–7;
limiting state power 376–9;
strengthening state institutions
and central control 360–3

reasons for adopting 344:
problems in analysing 344–5

scope of chapter 345
seemingly superfluous need

for 342
tool and restraint of regime,

as 345

use of international law to
legitimate 372–3

using law to authorise and
define 370–5

emergency powers laws as constraint
on executive 12–13, 15

‘emergency powers paradox’ applied
to 346

emergency responses provisions
357–8

calls for improved 354
citizens’ duty to assist

enforcement of 360
constitutional amendment:

adoption of 343; arguments
for 351–3; purpose of 357–8;
use of 343–4

constraint on state power, as:
protection of rights 382–8;
substantive justifications
379–82

Emergency Response Law 2007:
2008 Olympics, and 369;
adoption of 343;
constitutionalisation of 373–5;
criticism of 358;
power-creating law, as 358–60,
362–3; protection of rights
by 384; restraint on state
power, as 377–8, 379–80; role
of 352–4; use of 343–4, 353–4;
use to support economic
development 369–70; use to
support preservation of social
and political order 368, 369

legal basis for use of powers,
as 353–4

use of existing laws to claim
authority for 359–60

executive power and rule of law
12–13, 14–15

Gross, Oren, ideas applied to
388

Hong Kong, extension of Law on
Martial Law to 385–6

judiciary, role of 342–3
list of main laws 343
martial law provisions
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1996 Law: adoption of 343;
constitutionalisation of 373–5;
constraint on state power,
as 379; extension to Hong
Kong 385–6; power-creating
law, as 358; role of 350; use to
support preservation of social
and political order 367–8

citizens’ duty to assist
enforcement of 360

constitutional provision: adoption
of 343; importance of 347–51;
legal basis for use of
powers 347–50; power-creating
law, as 361–2; use of 343

external sources of disorder, seen
as guarding against 368–9

operation of 79–82
protection of rights by 383–4
restraint on state power, as 376–7
Tiananmen Democracy

Movement challenges validity of
proclamation 382–3

use of 79–82
use to support economic

development 369
‘moralised politics’ applied to 390
rights

protection by emergency powers
laws 382–8

protection by Emergency
Response Law 384

protection by martial law
provisions 383–4

‘rights consciousness’, growth
of 371–2

rule of law
achievements of programme

346–7
importance of emergency powers

for ‘rule-of-law’ project 345–7
increasing emphasis on 346
increasing need to safeguard 347
lack of robust 342
post-Mao turn to 346
prospects for future growth

of 388–90
ranking 344

SARS crisis, response to 343–4,
350–2, 359–60, 361, 362–3, 367,
369–70, 373–4, 377, 383

Sichuan earthquake, response
to 343–4, 353–4, 358, 360, 363,
370, 374, 375–6

snowstorms of 2008, responses
to 353–4, 358, 363, 370, 374,
375–6

stability, use of powers to support
maintenance of 365

state of emergency, permanence
of 342

success of powers in restoring
normalcy 84–5

Tiananmen Democracy Movement
challenges validity of martial law

proclamation 382–3
evocation of legal rights by

371–2
responses to 343, 347–50, 357,

359, 360–1, 366–7, 368–9, 373,
376–7

Tibetan unrest, responses to 343–4,
347–50, 358, 359, 360, 363, 366,
368–9, 373

Tushnet’s ‘moralised politics’ applied
to 390

type of political system 83
use of powers 80–1

achievement of government
priorities, to support 364–5:
economic development 365,
369–70; social and political
stability 365–9

Churchill, Winston
opposition to colonial

independence 155
view on emergency powers

149
coercive powers, emergency powers

as 2
colonial powers’ use of emergency

powers see specific countries
colonialism see postcolonial/

post-conflict transitions
Communist Party, Indonesian see

Indonesia
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‘compulsion of legality’ applied to Sri
Lanka 126–32, 144–5

Constitution see also specific countries
amendment enabled by

constitutionalised powers
399–401

emergency powers as mainstay
of 149–50

splitting 142
transitional role of 46

‘constitutional authoritarianism’,
Marcos’s see Philippines

constitutional baselines 119
constitutional model see

neo-Roman/constitutional
model

constitutional orders
distinction between use of

emergency powers by
established and developing 4

political and social cultures’ role in
supporting 50

constitutionalised powers
abuse of 53–4
arguments for and against 407–9
constitutionalism, and

overview of perspectives 409–11
scope of chapter 393

effectiveness as constraint on use of
powers 16–17

enabling of constitutional
amendments 399–401

features of 394
judiciary’s response to 10, 13–14
means of entrenching state power,

as 396–9
need for 314–15
non-constitutionalised powers

case for 402–3, 407–9
overview of use of 401–2
proportionality 403–7

opposition to see specific countries
theories of 26

constitutionalism 64; see also rule of
law; specific countries

competing principle with
emergency, as 311–12

constitutionalised powers, and

overview of perspectives 409–11
scope of chapter 393

‘crisis constitutionalism’ 6
dichotomy between normalcy and

exception 63
emergency powers as catalyst for

reform 339–40
emergency powers as continuing

barrier to 120
emergency powers as foundation

for 6
emergency powers concept as

completion of 58–9
‘emergency powers paradox’, and 29,

41–2
executive powers, and see executive

powers
gap between theory and reality 28–9
general theory of emergency powers

and, toward a 88
historical link with emergency

powers 57–61
legitimisation of abuse of powers

122
liberal theories of, applicability of 6,

188–9
link with emergency powers 83
need for emergency powers 58
non-legal controls on powers,

importance of 54
normalcy, need for 58–9
precondition of strong judicial

review, as 17
relevance of study of emergency

powers to study of 17
requirements of 58
strength of 16, 151
subversion by emergency powers 5,

64
theories of, link to theories of

emergencies 4
transitional, use of powers in context

of 45–50
transplantation of, scope of

chapter 56–7
use of powers to avoid 5–6

Cornelius, Justice Alvin Robert
admiration for 436–7
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analyses problem of government’s
refusal to accept constraints
451–2

anticipates ‘emergency powers
paradox’ 438

anticipates question of differing
function of emergency
powers 437–8, 448–50

becomes Chief Justice 451
British constitutional history, draws

lessons from 452–3
calls for Constitution embedded in

expectations of the people 451
constraints on government

establishing new legality,
on 448–50

defence of rule of law 11–12, 14–15,
17, 49

derivation of validity of human
rights, on 447–8

discretion to declare emergency,
on 443

emergency powers superseding
constitution, on 446

frustration with lack of commitment
to rule of law 444

frustration with law’s weakness 444
Islam and ‘culture of

constitutionalism’, on 12–13,
14–15

Islamisation of legal system, on
arguments for 453–9
criticism of ideas 461–2
declining awareness of ideas

461–2
further development of

arguments 459–60
relevance of ideas 462–5
religious basis of judicial

authority, on 452–3
scope of chapter 436, 437
sees necessity for 438–9, 440–1,

450, 453
judiciary’s ability to constrain,

on 452
life and career 439–41
right of constitutional convention to

enact Constitution, on 442

role of judiciary, on 438
protection of rights, in 440

unlikely champion of Islamisation,
as 437

coups d’état, use instead of emergency
powers see Thailand

courts see judiciary
‘crisis constitutionalism’ 6

Sri Lanka, in 132–43
Crown immunity doctrine, judicial

review of 402–3
culture

defined through perspective of
emergency 210

emergency defined through
criminalisation of 200, 207–10

‘culture of justification’
(Dyzenhaus) 40–1

Curzon, Lord George, on Oriental
perspective of governance 237,
263

decolonisation see postcolonial/
post-conflict transitions; specific
countries

defining emergency powers 2
‘degree of commitment to the rule of

law’ (Tushnet) 42
democracy

emergency powers and growth of see
specific countries

incorporation within
Rechtsstaat 275

prospects for 185–6
detention

debate over use of preventive
24–5

judicial review of preventive
detention laws 404–7

oversight of use 67
Reid Commission on 159
UN’s use of 253–5

Diem, Ngo Dinh see Vietnam
‘doctrine of state necessity’ 102–4,

106–7
Dower, John, whether Japan’s

Constitution imposed by US,
on 330
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Dyzenhaus, David
assumption of presence of

liberal-democratic
institutions 27

compulsion to legality applied to Sri
Lanka 126–32, 144–5

‘culture of justification’, on 40–1
emphasis on preserving rule of

law 28
‘experiments in institutional design’

proposal applied to Sri
Lanka 133–4

Gross–Dyzenhaus debate applied to
Indonesia 292

Japan, ideas applied to 340–1
‘legal black hole’ theory applied to

Pakistan 105
‘legal grey hole’ theory applied to

India 111
role of courts, on 26, 49
role of political and social culture,

on 50
‘seeping exception’, on 480

application to India 481
theories applied to China 388
‘weatherman’ role of judges,

on 490–1
application to India 491–4

East Timor
Australian peacekeeping mission 31,

44
choice of law 248
constitutionalism and use of

powers 29–34, 41
emergency powers laws 32–3,

249–51
existential threat to 43–4
Indonesian policy on 271–2
judiciary’s role 248–9
limitation of powers 17
martial law, under Indonesian 271
UN mission to 243, 246–52
use of powers 31–2, 33–4, 251–2

economic crisis as catalyst for
terrorism 285–6

Egypt
development of judicial review 486
role of Islamic law 214

‘emergency’
place in legal structure 187–8
problems of defining 187

emergency/exception see state of
emergency

emergency powers laws see also
constitutionalised powers;
specific countries; state of
emergency

absolutism, need for powers
under 57–61

British enactments 61
constitutionalism’s need for 58
contrast in degree of use

worldwide 62
contribution to rule of law 87–8
controls other than formal legal,

importance of 54
differing function according to

strength of rule of law 437–8
effectiveness as constraint on use of

powers 5
enabling of abuse of powers 6
focus for anti-authoritarian

opposition, as 5
history 57–61
invocation of, need recognised in

international law 403–4
judicial review see judiciary
mainstay of Constitution, as

149–50
necessity for 393–4
non-constitutionalised powers see

constitutionalised powers
origin of 59
power-creating law, as see China
spread worldwide 61–2
state of siege, development of

concept of 59–61
transplantation of, scope of

chapter 56–7
US federal laws, in 61
use of international law to legitimate

see China
using law to authorise and define see

China
‘emergency powers paradox’ 4–5, 8, 22;

see also specific countries
arising of 44–5, 188
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context-dependent experience
of 42–3

Cornelius anticipates debate on
438

definition 22
implications of 43

existential threats, as to 43–5
proportionality principle 50–2
transitional constitutionalism, as

to 45–50
scope of chapter 21–3
theoretical debate 25–8
UN, applied to 239–40

European Convention on Human
Rights, recognises need to
invoke emergency
powers 403–4

Evatt, Justice Herbert Vere, ‘responsible
government’ of colonies,
on 154

ex post justification, applied to
Pakistan 104–5

exception see state of emergency
‘exception-in-rule rule of law’ 143
executive powers

constitutionalism, and see also
specific countries

main theme of study, as 3–4
overview of perspectives

10–13
existential threats

Bruce Ackerman on 43
use of powers against 43–5

‘experiments in institutional design’
applied to Sri Lanka 133–4

extra-legal measures model (Gross) see
Gross, Oren

extraconstitutional use of powers see
also specific countries

characteristics of
‘extraconstitution’ 90

colonial influence on 115–19
compared with constitutional

use 90–1
emergency as extraconstitution

92–105
Pakistan 89–111
transform political system, to

89–91, 93

federalist tensions in postcolonial
societies 9–10

Ferejohn, John and Pasquino, Pasquale
contrast in degree of use of powers

worldwide, on 62
neo-Roman/constitutional model

applied to Malaysia 407–8
emphasis on preserving rule of

law 27–8
Fiji, use of non-constitutionalised

powers 401
‘first political question’ (Williams)

43–4
‘force-of-law’ concept applied to Sri

Lanka 141–2
France

decolonisation 163
defeat in Vietnam 163–7
foundation of constitutional

review 486
state of siege, development of

concept of 59–60
Fuller, Lon, Hart–Fuller debate 46–7

Gandhi, Indira see India
Germany

Hart–Fuller debate on legality in
post-war 46–7

judicial review in 472
state of siege, development of

concept of 60
Ginsburg, Tom, ‘insurance model of

judicial review’ 485
governance models, transplant of 280
Gross, Oren

assumption of presence of
liberal-democratic
institutions 27

emphasis on preserving rule of
law 28

ex post justification theory applied to
Pakistan 104–5

extra-legal measures model 25–6,
134–5

Japan, applied to 320–1
Sri Lanka, applied to 134–5

Gross–Dyzenhaus debate applied to
Indonesia 292

theories applied to China 388
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Habibie, Bacharuddin Jusuf see
Indonesia

Hart, H. L. A., Hart–Fuller debate
46–7

Helsinki peace agreement for Aceh see
Aceh

Ho Chi Minh see Vietnam
‘home of illiberal democracy’, Asia

as 467
Hong Kong

civil unrest in 66
detention without trial, oversight of

use of 67
distinction between normalcy and

emergency 67–8
emergency powers laws 65–7
establishment of rule of law 65
extension of China’s Law on Martial

Law to 385–6
post-war political and economic

development 66
success of powers in restoring

normalcy 84
type of political system 83
use of powers 65–8

human rights see also specific countries
Cornelius on see Cornelius, Justice

Alvin Robert
European Convention, recognises

need to invoke emergency
powers 403–4

incorporation within
Rechtsstaat 275

whether emergency powers can
eclipse 158–9

independence see postcolonial/
post-conflict transitions; specific
countries

India
abuse of powers 395–6
anti-terrorist measures

judicial review of 476
legislation 476

antidemocratic tendencies in legal
system 92

colonial concept of rule of law,
influence of 119–20

colonial influence on use of
powers 91–2, 115–19

Constitution, debate over emergency
powers in draft 477–9

constitution splitting 142
detention, use of preventive 475–6
Dyzenhaus’s ‘seeping exception’

applied to 481
emergency powers as continuing

barrier to constitutionalism
120

emergency powers laws 473–4
categories of 474–5
constitutional powers for

declaring emergency 475
danger of entrenched 479
debated at drafting of

Constitution 477–9
retained from colonial

administration 473–4
‘emergency powers paradox’ applied

to 477
extraconstitutional use of

powers 90–1, 111–15
ex post accommodation 114–15
legal ‘grey hole’, as 111
non-legal factors affecting

outcome 115
opposition to 113–14
political transformation, to

achieve 112–13
Gandhi, Indira

state of emergency, abuse of
powers 395–6

use of powers 5, 90–1, 111–12
use of powers as

extraconstitution 111–15
judicial review

acceptance of 482–3
anti-terrorist measures, of 476
Dyzenhaus’s ‘judge as

weatherman’ idea applied
to 491–4

increase in 467
Justice Khanna’s defence of 492–4
recent cases 486–9
strength of 472–3

legal basis for use of powers 5
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opposition to constitutionalised
powers 17

Supreme Court as world’s ‘most
powerful court’ 467

Indonesia
Aceh, unrest in see Aceh
Anti-Subversion Law (1963)

adoption of 270
repeal of 281–2

anti-terrorist measures see terrorism
below

Bali terrorist attack
judiciary’s role in trial of

bombers 287–9
pressure from USA and Australia

following 287
response to 272, 287–91

civilian government, use of powers
against 269

Communist Party
Suharto puts down September 30

Movement revolt by 173–4
use of powers against 269

confrontation with Malaysia 182–3
Constitution

amendments to 175, 273–84
human rights in 282
importance of

constitutionalism 270
reform of 282

constitutional development 168–9,
173–5

declaration of state of emergency
Sukarno, by 268
Wahid, by 272

democracy, progress toward 267
Dutch emergency laws, legacy

of 215, 268
East Timor, emergency in see East

Timor
emergency, need for clear

definition 291–2
emergency powers and rule of law,

scope of chapter 267, 268
emergency powers laws 173, 270,

271, 281–2
importance of Law No.

23/1959 215

legal framework 215
emergency powers, need for clear

definition 291–2
emergency powers paradox

applied to Indonesia 289–90,
291–3

‘war on terror’, as to 287–9
executive power and rule of

law 10–11, 13–15
Gross–Dyzenhaus debate applied

to 292
Habibie, Bacharuddin Jusuf

East Timor policy 271–2
human rights reform 281
policy on Aceh see Aceh
presidency 174–5
reform of press freedom 281
reforms 174–5
reforms driven by IMF 280

human rights in Constitution
282

human rights reform 281
independence, gaining of 169
instability post-independence 173
judiciary, role of

Bali bombers trial, in 287–9
decision on validity of Perpu as to

mining in protected
forests 289–91

justifying military operations in
Aceh, in 228

Law Concerning Emergency
Situations, opposition to
271–2

legal formalism, use of 269–70
legal transplant to 268
martial law, Megawati declares

272
media

reform of press freedom 281
use of powers against 269

Megawati, Sukarnoputri 272–3
Bali terrorist attack, response

to 287–91
becomes President 272–3
bows to anti-US pressure 286–7
declares martial law in Aceh

272
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Indonesia (cont.)
Perpu Regulations, use of 272–3,

287–91
policy on Aceh see Aceh

mining in protected forests
Australian pressure as to 289–90,

291–3
judiciary’s decision on validity of

Perpu 289–91
use of Perpu to facilitate 272–3,

289–91
Nasution, General Abdul Haris

attempted assassination of 174
role in drafting emergency

laws 269
negara hukum see negara hukum
opposition to emergency

measures 271–2
Perpu Regulations

constitutionality of use of 289–91
judicial decision on validity

of 289–91
Megawati’s use of 272–3
mining in protected forests, use as

to 272–3, 289–91
‘war on terror’, use in 287–91
Yudhoyono’s use of 273

political parties, use of powers
against 269

reform
condition for receiving

international aid, as 278–9
Constitution, of 282
effectiveness of initiatives 282–3
gradual and long-term approach,

need for 292–3
human rights 281
international pressure for 278,

280, 283–4
nature of law reform process

277
press freedom 281
US support for 221

September 30 Movement, Suharto
puts down 173–4

single-party rule, choice of 184–5
strategic importance 284
Suharto

effect of centralisation of power
by 277–8

emphasis on economic over
legal/political development
276–7

opposition to reform of
constitution 174, 282

political legacy 283
presidency 174–5
puts down communist September

30 Movement revolt 173–4
use of powers 174, 269–71

Sukarno, Ahmad
Confrontation with

Malaysia 182–3
presidency 173–4
role in independence 169
use of powers 173, 268–9

terrorism
emergency powers paradox as to

‘war on terror’ 287–9
impact of 267–8
impact of ‘war on terror’ 268,

284–6, 291
increasing emphasis on treating as

emergency 285
measures against 272
PERPU Regulations, use

against 287–91
pressure to use emergency powers

in ‘war on terror’ 284–7
response to ‘war on

terror’ 287–91
use of emergency powers, overview

of 268–73
Wahid, Abdurrahman

policy on Aceh see Aceh
use of powers 272

‘war on terror’ see terrorism above
Wiranto, General

proposes draft State Security
Law 271

refuses to implement Suharto’s
emergency measures
decree 270–1

Yudhoyono, Susilo Bambang, advises
Megawati on martial law in
Aceh 272
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proportionality principle, on 51
recognises need to invoke emergency

powers 403–4
international financial institutions

(IFIs)
belief in ease of transplanting

Western legal models 279–80
pressure on Indonesia for

reforms 278
reform as condition for receiving aid

from 278–9
international law

recognises need to invoke emergency
powers 403–4

used to legitimate emergency powers
see China

International Monetary Fund (IMF),
pressure on Indonesia for
reforms 278

Islam and ‘culture of constitutionalism’
12–13, 14–15

Islamic law
examples of use to strengthen state

control 214
introduction to Aceh see Aceh
Islam and ‘culture of

constitutionalism’, on 12–13,
14–15

use of powers and introduction of 9
Islamism and emergency rule in

Pakistan see Cornelius, Justice
Alvin Robert

Islamist movements, growth of 285–6

Japan
administrative guidance, use

of 317–21
Constitution, proposed revision

of 340
constitutionalised powers, whether

need for 333
constitutionalism and use of powers

appearance of model liberal
constitution 328

authority for use of powers 339
constitutional origins of weak rule

of law 317
Emperor’s role in enactment of

Constitution 331–3
powers as catalyst for

constitutional reform 339–40
prospects for continuing debate

on rule of law 340–1
scope of chapter 315–17
undermining of rule of law by

emergency powers 339
weak rule of law: blurs line

between normalcy and
exception 316–17; limits of
constitutionalism, and 328

whether Constitution imposed by
USA 328–33

Dyzenhaus’s ideas applied to 340–1
emergency powers laws 315–16,

336–9
constitutional authority for 339
linked to threat from North

Korea 336
oversight of 338
war contingency legislation,

enactment of: administrative
reforms supporting 335; factors
for difficulties in 334;
Koizumi’s support for 335;
political changes supporting
334–5; progress of legislation
333–4; US pressure for 335–6

executive power and rule of
law 11–12, 14–15

judicial review, role of see judicial
review, role of below

Gross’s extra-legal measures model,
applicability of 320–1

judicial review, role of 321–4, 338
Nike II case 322–4
political question doctrine as

to 322–4: US Supreme Court
practice compared 323–4

Koizumi, Junichiro
reform programme blocked 326
support for war contingency

legislation 335
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Japan (cont.)
legal basis for use of powers 11–12
UN peacekeeping missions,

involvement in 336
use of powers, political constraints

on 325–8
judiciary see also specific countries

judicial review 404–7
acceptance of 481
Benvenisti’s survey of 470–2
constitutional culture as

precondition 17
Crown immunity doctrine 402–3
Ginsburg’s ‘insurance model’ 485
increase in 467
Kavanaugh on reasons for judicial

deference 490
Posner on judicial deference 490
post-9/11 strategies 471: refer

back to executive 471; refer case
or question of law to
legislature 471–2; refer matter
to legislature 471; send law
back to legislature to
re-enact 472; striking down
unconstitutional emergency
statute 472

potential for stronger 15
reasons for review of emergency

powers 489–94
recent trends 462–5, 481
UN’s use of targeted financial

sanctions, of 256–7
Western liberal democracies,

in 469–72
response to constitutionalised

powers 10, 13–14
role of

Cornelius on see Cornelius, Justice
Alvin Robert

David Dyzenhaus on 26, 49:
‘weatherman’ role 490–1

emergency proclamations, in 185
Kosovo peace mission, in 247–8,

253–5
main theme of study, as 3–4
overview of perspectives 10–11,

13–15

scope of chapter 466, 468–9, 494
UK and USA, in 61

use of powers against
India 5
Pakistan 5

Kavanaugh, Aileen, reasons for judicial
deference to executive on
emergency powers 490

Khanna, Justice, defence of judicial
review in India 492–4

Koizumi, Junichiro see Japan
Kosovo

choice of law applied to 247–8
executive detention, use by

UN 253–5

Laos
constitutional development

166–7
emergency powers laws 167
independence, gaining of 166
Pathet Lao, role of 166–7
single-party rule, choice of 184–5

legal and political theory see also
constitutionalism; theories of
emergency powers

overview of perspectives 4–7
perspectives as main theme of study,

as 3–4
legal basis for use of powers

colonial authorities in Burma 8
India 5
Japan 11–12
Pakistan 5
Thailand 11

‘legal black hole’ theory applied to
Pakistan 105

legal formalism, use of 269–70
‘legal grey hole’ theory applied to

India 111
legal transplant see also specific countries

constitutionalism and emergency
powers, of, scope of
chapter 56–7

critique of 279–80
difficulty of 279
governance models, of 280
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legality see constitutionalism; rule of
law

liberal approaches to powers see
theories of emergency powers

Lincoln, Abraham
duty to preserve the nation, on

the 150
strength of republic, on 58

Macapagal-Arroyo, Gloria see
Philippines

Malaysia/Malaya 157–8
abuse of powers 394–5, 396–8,

399–401
confrontation with Indonesia

182–3
constitutional commission (Reid

Commission) 158–60
constitutionalised powers,

arguments for and
against 408–9

constitutionalism and use of
powers 38–42, 396–8

continuing state of emergency
in 40–1, 45

‘culture of justification’ in 40–1
declarations of state of

emergency 182–3
emergency powers laws 182–3, 394,

399–401
Federation of Malaysia

established 160–1
fundamental rights and emergency

powers, Reid Commission
on 158–9

independence
gaining of 156–60, 161
reserve powers at 160

judicial review
effectiveness of 408–9
Ginsburg’s ‘insurance model’

applied to 485
preventive detention laws 404–7

judiciary’s role 397–9
neo-Roman/constitutional model

applied to 407–8
political struggle to achieve rule of

law 49–50

preventive detention, Reid
Commission on 159

reserved colonial powers 157–8
reserved powers at

independence 160
retention of reserve powers 185
role of judiciary 39–41, 49–50
state of emergency

abuse of powers 394–5, 399–401
against communist

insurrection 155–60
law on proclamation of 394

UN fact-finding mission 161
use of powers 38–9

Marcos, Ferdinand see Philippines
Marshall, David, role in Singapore’s

independence movement
160

martial law see also specific countries
British use of 60–1
definition 60
effect of authority of state, example

of Aceh see Aceh
Maung Gyi, Sir Joseph see Burma
media, use of powers against see

Indonesia
Megawati, Sukarnoputri see Indonesia
military intervention see specific

countries
‘moralised politics’, Tushnet on

327
Musharraf, General Pervez see Pakistan
Myanmar see Burma

Nasution, General Abdul Haris see
Indonesia

national survival, use of powers to
preserve 150

Ne Win see Burma
negara hukum (rule of law in

Indonesia)
attempts to establish, overview

of 273–84
debate over meaning of 274–5
economic and political pressures for

implementing 276–80
equivalence to Rechtsstaat 274–6
equivalence to rule of law 10, 13–14
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negara hukum (cont.)
hope that constitutional

amendments will lead to 273–4
importance of 292
need for legal framework 276
progress towards 281–4

neo-Roman/constitutional model see
Ferejohn, John and Pasquino,
Pasquale

Netherlands, decolonisation in
Indonesia 168–9

Nike II case 322–4
normalcy

Carl Schmitt on sovereignty
and 58–9

constitutionalism’s need for state
of 58–9

dichotomy between exception
and 63

basis for 315
exception, of, Agamben on 140–2
state of emergency as 122–3
success of powers in restoring 84–6
use of powers as stimulus for

demand for 86–7
normalisation of powers 149; see also

specific countries
colonial legacy, resulting from 151

North Borneo see Malaysia/Malaya
North Korea see also South Korea

Japan’s emergency powers
enactments linked to threat
from 336

Olympic Games 2008 see China
opposition to use of powers 5; see also

specific countries
Origins and Causes of the Burma

Rebellion 1930–1932, The 195–7

Pakistan
antidemocratic tendencies in legal

system 92
Chaudhry, Chief Justice Iftikhar

Muhammad, role in Pakistan’s
judicial crisis 93–6

colonial concept of rule of law,
influence of 119–20

colonial influence on use of
powers 91–2, 115–19

Constitution
agreement on principles 441–2
court’s powers under 444
need for 441
rejection of draft 442

Cornelius, Justice Alvin Robert see
Cornelius, Justice Alvin Robert

curbs on civil and political rights 99
declaration of emergency by

Musharraf 96–9
emergency powers as continuing

barrier to
constitutionalism 120

emergency powers laws 97–8
extraconstitutional use of powers

compared with Thailand’s use of
coups d’état 296–7

constitution as
extraconstitution 110–15

constraints on 105–10
‘doctrine of state necessity’ 102–3,

106–7
effect on Constitution 99–105
ex post justification 104–5, 107–8,

109–10
judicial crisis of 2007, in 89–111
‘legal black hole’, as 105
non-legal factors affecting

outcome 115
normalisation of

extraconstitution 103
opposition to 107–9
stages in 100–4

Islam and ‘culture of
constitutionalism’ 12–13,
14–15

Islamic law, role of 214
judicial crisis of 2007 93–6
judiciary, role of 95–6,102–4,

107–8,109–10; see also
Cornelius, Justice Alvin Robert

constitutional power of
review 444

protection of rights, in 441
review of Laws (Continuance in

Force) Order 445–50
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review of legality of state of
emergency 442, 443

review of military actions 444
Laws (Continuance in Force) Order

issue of 445
judicial review of 445–50

legal basis for use of powers 5
martial law of 1958 444–5

Laws (Continuance in Force)
Order, issue of 445

motivation for using powers 95
Musharraf, General Pervez, use of

powers 5, 89–111
opposition to emergency

powers 94–5
opposition to use of powers 95–6
political struggle to achieve rule of

law 49
purging of judiciary 5
religious law and rule of law 12–13,

15
role of judiciary 11–12, 14–15, 49
suspension of Constitution 98–9
use of powers compared with

Thailand 296–7
Zia al-Haq, Islamist policies

461–2
Pasquino, Pasquale see Ferejohn and

Pasquino
Pathet Lao see Laos
peacekeeping missions

East Timor see East Timor
Kosovo 247–8
UN see United Nations (UN)

‘People Power’, defeats Marcos 171
Perpu Regulations see Indonesia
Philippines

Aquino, Corazon
1987 Constitution 171–2
becomes President 171
presidency 171–2
use of powers 434
use of war powers clause 422,

423
commander-in-chief clause in

Constitution 420–2
‘constitutional authoritarianism’,

Marcos’s 430–1

constitutional development 152–3,
169–73, 414–16

democratic ethos of 1987
Constitution 171–2

Marcos’s reforms 415
US influence 171–2

constitutionalised powers,
manipulation of

Marcos’s institutionalised
emergency 416–19

overview of perspectives 430–3
scope of chapter 413–14

economic emergencies clause in
Constitution 422–3

emergency powers laws 152–3, 172
institutional checks on: Arroyo’s

avoidance of 431–2;
Commander-in-Chief clause
420–2; economic emergencies
clause 422–3; failure of 432–3;
overview 419–20;
post-Marcos 434; war powers
clause 422

Estrada, Joseph
presidency and use of powers

415–16
use of commander-in-chief

clause 423–4
use of powers 434

human rights
Macapagal-Arroyo’s record

on 429–30
UN report on 429–30

judicial review 11, 14, 170
role of 420–2
‘state of rebellion’ 424–9
use of commander-in-chief

clause 423–4
Macapagal-Arroyo, Gloria

declares state of emergency 172–3
evasion of constitutional

checks 431–2
human rights record 429–30
manipulation of powers 412–13,

416, 424–9, 434–5
pragmatic approach to use of

powers 433
presidency 172–3, 423, 424
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Philippines (cont.)
use of economic emergencies

clause 422–3
use of powers 11, 14

Marcos, Ferdinand
‘constitutional authoritarianism’

430–1
constitutional reform 170–1, 415,

416–19
growing opposition to 170
institutionalised

emergency 416–19
manipulation of powers 434
‘People Power’ ousts 171
presidency 170–1
use of emergency powers to

reform society 412, 416–19,
430–1, 433–4

use of powers 11, 14, 170, 415
martial law 170
retention of reserve powers 152–3,

185
‘state of rebellion’, judicial review

of 424–9
war powers clause in

Constitution 422
political and social culture

acceptance of authoritarian rule
64

role in supporting constitutional
order 50

political parties, use of powers against
see Indonesia

political question doctrine
role of judicial review, as to 322–4
US and Japan’s approach

compared 323–4
political struggle to achieve rule of law,

concept of 49–50
political struggle to achieve rule of law

in South Korea 86–7
political system, extraconstitutional use

of powers to transform 89–90,
93

political systems
categories of 82–3
examples of types of 83–4

political theory see legal and political
theory

Posner, Judge Richard, judges’
deference to executive on
emergency powers, on 490

postcolonial/post-conflict transitions
see also specific countries

colonial influence on use of
powers 291–2

colonial legacy of powers 189–90,
393–4

colonial perspectives, importance for
study 211–12

colonial powers’ use of emergency
powers see specific countries

colonialism’s link with emergency
powers 6–7

Constitution’s transitional role 46
federalist tensions 9–10
importance of powers

post-independence 149–50
independence, gaining of see specific

countries
main theme of study, as 3–4
normalisation of powers resulting

from cultural legacy 151
overview of perspectives 7
political and social changes resulting

from colonialism 191–2
political and social influences on

colonial administrations 192
retention of reserve powers 151, 185
survey of use of powers, scope of

chapter 149–51
preventive detention see detention
proportionality principle 50–2

distinction between preserving and
establishing rule of law, as
to 52–3

legal basis of 51
non-constitutionalised powers

403–7

Ramraj, Victor see ‘emergency powers
paradox’

rechtsstaat
distinction from rule of law 275
equivalence to negara hukum 274–6
‘rule by law’, as 275
‘thin’ version of rule of law, as

275–6
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Reid Commission see Malaysia/Malaya
religious law see Islamic law
Rendel Constitutional Commission see

Singapore
reserve powers see postcolonial/

post-conflict transitions; specific
countries

‘responsible government’ of colonies
defined 154

rule by law
distinguished from rule of law 48
meaning of 275
Rechtsstaat as 275

rule of law see also ‘emergency powers
paradox’; specific countries

colonial concept of, influence
of 119–20

commitment and conceptions
47–50

‘degree of commitment’ to
(Tushnet) 42

developing states, role in 314
difference between establishment

and preservation of
emphasis on preservation 27–8:

distinction between established
and developing constitutional
orders, as

existence of 24
importance of 22, 45–6
proportionality principle as

to 52–3
distinction from Rechtsstaat 275
emergency powers laws,

contribution by 87–8
emphasis on preservation

distinction between established
and developing constitutional
orders 42

‘exception in rule’ 143
Hart–Fuller debate 46–7
identity of state, as 143
Kosovo, applied to 247–8
political struggle to achieve, need

for 49–50
role of 276
rule by law, distinguished from 48
‘thick’ and ‘thin’ versions 275–6
UN, and see United Nations (UN)

use of powers to serve 42–3
existential threats, against 43–5
proportionality principle 50–2
transitional constitutionalism, in

context of 45–50

sanctions, UN’s use of targeted
financial 255–7

Sarawak see Malaysia/Malaya
SARS crisis, response to see China
Saya San see Burma
Schmitt, Carl

responses to 25
sovereignty and normalcy, on 58–9
sovereignty and the exception, on

63
scope of study

debates within 1–2
divergence and convergence of

issues 15–17
focus on Asia, reasons for 2–3
main themes 3–4
relevance to study of

constitutionalism 17
working definition of emergency

powers 2
security provision as state’s singular

activity 142
Shari’a law see Islamic law
Sichuan earthquake see China
Singapore

constitutional development 160,
161, 180–3

emergency powers laws 181–2
independence, gaining of 156–61
joins Federation of Malaysia 161
judicial review of preventive

detention laws 404–7
leaves Federation of Malaysia 181
Marshall, David, role in

independence movement 160
power to suspend Constitution, use

of 160
Rendel Constitutional

Commission 160
reserve powers at independence 161
reserved colonial powers 157–8, 160
retention of reserve powers 185

single-party rule, choice of 184–5
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snowstorms in China 2008, responses
to see China

South Korea see also North Korea
constitutionalism, success of 78–9
emergency powers laws 73
establishment of

constitutionalism 72–3
judicial review

acceptance of 483–4
Ginsburg’s ‘insurance model’

applied to 485
martial law in 73–8
martial law protests 17
post-emergency political

transition 78–9
type of political system 84
use of powers 73–8
use of powers as stimulus for

demand for normalcy 86–7
Sri Lanka

colonial influence on use of
powers 123–4

compulsion to legality applied
to 126–32, 144–5

constitutional legitimisation of abuse
of powers, as example of 122

crisis constitutionalism 132–43
effect of powers on political

development 125–6
emergency powers laws 124–5
‘experiments in institutional design’

proposal applied to Sri
Lanka 133–4

extra-legal measures model applied
to 134–5

‘force-of-law’ concept applied
to 141–2

liberal approach to powers applied
to 132–5

normalisation of powers 6, 125,
135–9

Agamben’s analysis applied
140–2

techniques 137–9
paradigm for post-9/11 emergency

regimes, as 139–43
remedies for abuse of power

institutional reform 129–31

legal reform 127–9
renewal of political culture

131–2
state of emergency as norm

122–3
‘supermajoritarian escalator’ applied

to 133
use of powers 122–3

stability, emergency powers as
instruments 4–5, 8

state of emergency see also specific
countries

Carl Schmitt on sovereignty and
exception 63

declarations worldwide, statistics
on 62

dichotomy between normalcy
and 63, 143–4

basis for 315
distinction between normalcy

and 67–8
identity of state, as 143
judiciary’s role in declarations

of 185
norm, as 122–3
Sri Lanka as paradigm for post-9/11

regimes 139–43
state of siege

historical development in France and
Germany 59–61

Taiwanese law, in 69
Sudan, role of Islamic law 214
Suharto see Indonesia
Sukarno, Ahmad see Indonesia
‘supermajoritarian escalator’

(Ackerman) 26–7
Sri Lanka, applied to 133

Taiwan
constitutional foundation 68–9
constitutionalism, success of 72
emergency powers laws 69
judicial review

acceptance of 484
Ginsburg’s ‘insurance model’

applied to 485
martial law, use of 69
political history post-1894 68
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use of powers 69–72

terrorism see also specific countries
Asian economic crisis as catalyst

for 285–6
increasing international

co-operation against 285
Teubner, Gunther, difficulty of legal

transplant, on 279
Thailand

Constitutional Court’s role in
oversight of powers 303–5

constitutional development 177–80
difficulties in establishing rule of

law 312–13
emergency powers as barrier

to 300
need for culture of legal

restraint 313
constitutionalism and use of

powers 34–7, 41
competing principles, as 311–12
revocation of Constitution to give

legal immunity to coup 297
scope of chapter 300
weakness of constitutionalism

311
coups d’etat

justification of 297–8
use compared with Pakistan

296–7
use instead of emergency

powers 295–6
use of 185

emergency powers laws
Internal Security Act 2007

306–11
martial law 305–6
opposition to 294
oversight of 303–5
overview of 300–1
relationship to fundamental

rights 305
scope of 301–3

emergency powers paradox applied
to 294–5, 296

executive power and rule of law 11,
14

human rights
emergency powers and 305
lack of accountability for abuses in

‘war on drugs’ 298–9
Internal Security Act 2007 306–11
judiciary’s role in oversight of

powers 303–5
legal basis for use of powers 11
martial law powers 305–6
monarchy’s political role 297
normalisation of emergency 311
normalisation of military

intervention 11
Parliament’s role in oversight of

powers 303–5
use of powers

compared with Pakistan 296
constitutionalism, and, scope of

chapter 300
‘technique of government’, as 296,

299–300
‘war on drugs’, lack of accountability

for human rights abuses
in 298–9

theories of emergency powers 315
applicability of liberal

theories 15–17, 21–2, 315
understanding reasons for

non-applicability, importance
of 54–5

approaches taken by 1
colonial perspectives, importance for

study 211–12
common features

assumption of presence of
liberal-democratic
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emphasis on preserving rule of
law 27–8
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as 58–9
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theories of emergency powers (cont.)
constitutionalism, and, towards

general theory of 88
contemporary theories 23–8
‘emergency powers paradox’ 25–8
historical link with

constitutionalism 57–61
levels of debate 23–4
liberal approach to powers 121–2

contrast with Southeast Asia 149
Sri Lanka, applied to 132–5

link to theories of
constitutionalism 4, 83

theory, legal and political see legal and
political theory

Tiananmen Democracy Movement see
China

Tibet, unrest in see China
Timor-Leste see East Timor
torture, debate over use of 24–5
transitional states see postcolonial/

post-conflict transitions
Tushnet, Mark

‘degree of commitment to the rule of
law’, on 42

‘moralised politics’, on 327
applied to China 390

role of political and social culture,
on 50

U Nu see Burma
U Oktama see Burma
United Kingdom

colonial influence on use of powers
in India and Pakistan 115–19

constitutional history, Cornelius
draws lessons from 452–3

decolonisation in Southeast
Asia 153–4; see also specific
countries

emergency powers enactments 61
judicial review in 471
‘responsible government’ of colonies

defined 154
retention of reserve powers 154; see

also specific countries
role of judiciary 61

state of emergency in colonies, use of
see specific countries

United Nations (UN)
applies international humanitarian

law to peacekeeping
operations 237–8

assertion of ‘superior legal and moral
position’ 237–8

detention, use in Kosovo 253–5
‘emergency powers paradox, applied

to 239–40
fact-finding mission to Malaysia

161
financial sanctions, use of 255–7
human rights in Philippines, report

on 429–30
peacekeeping missions 243, 246–52

East Timor 29–34
Japan’s involvement in 336

reflection of Western values and rule
of law, as 239–40

rule of law
applied to use of powers 9
compromise of 252–61
compromised in Afghanistan

257–61
East Timor, application in

246–52
invoking by UN as response to

emergency 240–1
lack of clarity on whether applying

to UN 238
Security Council’s uses of 241–6
whether applies to UN 252–3

UNTAC mission in Cambodia 168
use of powers

derivation in UN Charter 238–9
overview 261–3
rule of law applied to 9
scope of chapter 238, 239
willingness to exercise 142–3

USA
Baker v. Carr on political question

doctrine 323–4
decolonisation in Philippines 152–3
federal statutes conferring

powers 61
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influence on Indonesian policy in
Aceh 221

influence on Philippines
constitutional development

171–2
Japan’s Constitution imposed by,

whether 328–33
Japan’s security policy, influence

on 335–6
judges’ deference to executive on

emergency powers, Posner
on 490

political question doctrine, Supreme
Court’s approach compared to
Japan 323–4

post-Bali bombing pressure on
Indonesia 287

role of judiciary 61
use of powers 31–2; see also abuse of

powers; extraconstitutional use
of powers; specific countries

ability of established democracies to
control 62–3

Albert Chen on 399–401, 480
colonial influence on 115–19
colonialism and see postcolonial/

post-conflict transitions; specific
countries

compared with extraconstitutional
use 90–1

conservative purposes, for 92–3
continuing barrier to

constitutionalism, as 120
danger to ordinary governance

480–1
decision for 63–4
distinction between established and

developing constitutional
orders 4

‘emergency powers paradox’ 4–5, 8
human rights can be eclipsed by,

whether 158–9
justified as maintaining stability

4–5, 8
need to account for differences in

83
political and social culture,

acceptance by 64

postcolonial/post-conflict
transitions, in see postcolonial/
post-conflict transitions

preserve status quo, to 89–90
preserve the nation, to 150
preserve the state, to 184
rule of law applied to 9
rule of law, to serve see rule of law
stimulus for demanding return of

normalcy, as 86–7
subversion of constitutionalism

by 64
success in restoring normalcy 84–6
‘technique of government’, as 296,

299–300
UN’s see United Nations (UN)

Vietnam
Bao Dai’s role in independence

163–7
constitutional changes in South

Vietnam 164–5
constitutional development 163–6
Diem regime in South Vietnam

164–5
emergency powers laws

post-reunification 166
South Vietnamese 165

French defeat in 163–7
Ho Chi Minh, role in

independence 163–7
martial law in South Vietnam 165
single-party rule, choice of 184–5

‘war on drugs’, lack of accountability for
human rights abuses in 298–9

‘war on terror’ see specific countries;
terrorism

Williams, Bernard, ‘first political
question’, on 43–4

Wiranto, General see Indonesia
World Bank, reform as condition for

receiving aid from 278–9

Yudhoyono, Susilo Bambang see
Indonesia

Zia al-Haq see Pakistan
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